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Introducing Lacan’s term extimacy. I am going to use Jacques Lacan’s term
‘extimacy’ as the starting point to examine a sculptural work and its embedded
objects by the artist Prem Sahib. My main concern is how we engage with the objects
around us and what this engagement reveals in regard to issues concerning ideas of
intimacy and surface. Could the term ‘extimacy’ imply a different kind of intimacy
situated on the surface of humans, objects and sculptures? If so how might that affect
an understanding of the world and our place in it?
What we described as the central place, as the intimate exteriority or
‘extimacy,’ that is the Thing1.
Jacques Lacan (1992:139)
It is through Jacques Lacan’s use of the ‘thing’ that he describes ‘extimacy’. So in
order to understand ‘extimacy’ we must first examine Lacan’s thought of the ‘thing’ or
das Ding as he sometimes calls it when applying Freudian terminology. The ‘thing’ is
something strange and other located at the center of us, according to Lacan – it is a
kind of excluded interior necessary for subjective construction and orientation.
…das Ding is at the center only in the sense that it is excluded. That is to say
that, in reality das Ding has to be posited as exterior …something strange to me,
although it is at the very heart of me2. Das Ding has, in effect, to be identified with the
Wieder zu finden, the impulse to find again that for Freud establishes the orientation
of the human subject to the object3.
Jacques Lacan (1992:71,58)
Lacan, J. The Ethics of Psychoanalysis 1959-1960 - The seminar of Jacques Lacan in Jacque-Alain Miller (ed.) Book VII. (1992 p 139)
Ibid = p 71
3
Ibid = p 58
1
2
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Lacan agrees with Freud by locating the ‘thing’ at the center of psychic development.
One could argue that the Freudian Ding is mostly related to the maternal body from
which a realization of separateness enables the development of the Ego. And even
though Lacan’s ‘thing’ also seems to be located in an external reality, such as Freud’s
idea of the maternal body, what really interests him and what he wants to expand on,
is how the ‘thing’ operates and shapes us. I believe this could be described as a kind
of fiction that shapes the subject by affecting fears and desires. Meaning that the
‘thing’ is an extension of the way ideas, suggestions, threats or rumors reflect
innermost desires and fears.
It is not just a matter of drawing close to das Ding, but also to its effects, to its
presence at the core of human activity, namely, in that precarious existence in the
midst of the forest of desires and compromises that these very desires achieve with a
certain reality4.
Jacques Lacan (1992:105)

Figure 1: Photograph of a Möbius strip

However Lacan disagrees with Freud’s idea of the inevitable inner turmoil or conflict
between society and the human subject suggesting a more distinct separation of the
two, by his consideration of the human as an extension of society domesticated and
cultivated by its language. The opposition of the individual and the city, between the
individual and the state is obvious, Lacan writes in agreement; however he sees the
transition between the two as smooth and continuous. And as Lacan blurs the
4
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boundaries between the human subject and society, he likewise blurs the transition
between inner or intimate and the exterior or external, and uses the Möbius strip to
illustrate his idea. The Möbius surface can be constructed with a single strip of paper
that is twisted once enabling the opposite surfaces to be connected, forming a circle
as can be seen on the previous page in fig 1.
…so that the infinitely flat being which goes along it, can follow it without ever
crossing an edge5.
Jacques Lacan (1961-2:225-6)
This means that Lacan’s smooth transition from the outside surface to the inside
surface is orientated around a center from where its whole surface structure
disappears. One might wonder if this is not also the center – which Lacan explains as
being located outside of us although it is at the very heart of us, since it would appear
that both the human subject and the society we inhabit is organized around it.
Although the center is a hole and somehow ‘absent’, it is what enables the entire
structure. I also wonder if this could be described as the mutual acknowledgement of
society, a fiction created by humans as a space to inhabit and coexist in. Maybe it is
this void that help drive our aspirations towards a shared consciousness and intimacy
by always remaining out of reach. And as the complete fiction or illusion, which is all
embodying even when we find ourselves in it opposition with a wish to undermine,
impose changes or completely reject it. Meaning that we as human subjects can
never escape being subjected and implicit in a society that we have become
consciously aware of, as the only position outside of it, is erased by our very
encounter with it in the first place. Therefore choosing to either comply or disregard
the given cultural values will always imply both confirmation as well as
acknowledgement of the society and its values.
The entire world is ordered in a certain fashion, which gives us, as I might say,
the illusion of being a world.
Jacques Lacan (1961-2:306)
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Let us consider ‘extimacy’ as a kind of psychological makeup, a cosmetic layer that
can be applied in a more or less self aware manner and thereby affect how we
encounter our physical reality and act. By applying the makeup on the surface of one
side of a strip, before it is twisted and re-attached forming the Möbius surface, the
transition from the outside surface to the inside surface will vanish as the makeup will
equally appear on the inside of the circle as on its outside. At first there will be a
sharp division of where the surface with makeup meets its counterpart, maintaining
an indication of separation or meeting point, even if the very structure of inside and
outside have been removed. But as the makeup smears it will slowly erase the
sharpness of this line by blurring the previous separation of our interior and exterior
and letting us access a kind of fictional intimacy causing real affect or as Lacan would
put it, an intimate exteriority called ‘extimacy’.
Looking and ‘extimacy’. Let’s begin to explore some of these ideas by examining
the artwork titled Looking for One, 2015 by Prem Sahib, to understand how this idea
of ‘extimacy’ might inform his work. Approaching the sculpture it appears to be a
freestanding divide, a rectangular shape covered by white tiles, as used in both public
pools and private bathrooms. The use of tiles could suggest an interest in the body,
different degrees of exposure and intimacy, and they heighten my awareness of my
body, its shadow and its reflection in the space. The white surface ‘receives’ my
reflection, while its dullness preserves certain anonymity, implicating something more
than pure physical identification. This seems to be supported by the title Looking for
One, which combines a physical interest with an emotional. And the search appears
to be directed both outwards as what could be part of a romantic gesture or physical
desire, as well as inwards by returning the attention to my own dull reflection.
Beside this piece I been describing here, there are two other tiled sculptures in the
space and they seem to embrace Looking for One’s, geometric appearance as yet
another variation on form, shaping and reorganizing the physical space in the room.
But when seeing the work from another angle, it reveals itself as figurative by
transforming the austere looking divide into a lounger with three objects resting on it.
At the time I remember feeling the artwork as quite humorous and inviting, a
description I now question looking at the photograph on the next page in fig 2.
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However, the feelings were triggered by my expectations, assumptions and a sudden
surprise connected to my ability of both seeing and not seeing, something a
photograph alone cannot capture.

Figure 2: Looking for One, 2015; Photograph of installed sculpture

Because the human sight is a combination of a biological ability to see and cultural
judgment making sense of what is seen. My perception of the artwork, involved my
whole body as one system of sensory feedback, along with my cultural judgment to
correct and re-adjust my initial perception of the piece, hereby stabilizing a new
mental ‘image’ and removing the previous. Seeing is not a definite judgment, but a
process of mental analysis that goes back and forwards between different areas of
the brain, or as Nicholas Mirzoeff would also put it:
It takes the brain to see not just a pair of eyes6.
Nicholas Mirzoeff (2015:82)
Whereas, the photograph above in fig 2 provides me with an image, where a camera
and operator have done much of the looking, selecting, stabilizing and together with
the separation from a physical context, I am provided with different kind of
understanding. Given this additional surface to become intimate with and adding
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complexity to my previous impression of the work, I bear in mind that it holds authority
as a layer of fiction by also reminding me of what is not captured through my own
physical experience of it.
Fiction and ‘extimacy’. Mirzoeff’s description of seeing appears to accommodate
Lacan’s idea of ‘extimacy’, as seeing becomes a combination of vision and cultural
judgment that are intertwined in an endless Möbius loop. What appears to be a more
‘intimate’ vision is always framed by ‘external’ cultural references, transforming the
very issue of seeing into awareness – not only revolving around seeing or being seen
but also, as in this particular case, of seeing myself see the photograph of Sahib’s
work. Which yet again reflects my psychological ‘makeup’, as a kind of mental wiring
– a cosmetic layer applied in more or less deliberate way. Resulting in an exposure of
my experience and the self-awareness it encouraged along with my willingness to
compromise and re-align my own seeing with the seeing of others, their camera and
technical equipment.
And it does make me wonder if Lacan’s ‘extimacy’ really can produce more intimacy
by adding complexity to my previous experience, or if it simply flattens out this
experience, making it more generic and thereby less intimate. Again this might be
somewhat flexible, relying on the individual seeing, the photograph presented and
other less predictable desires or fears. For me it seems to have produced a
heightened self-awareness and a desire to see the sculptural work again. It would
seem that the separateness enabled by my body and the presence of the sculpture is
somehow needed to re-establish an intimacy felt through something anchored in
physicality, instead of what I currently find through the more flat and socially aligned
understanding provided by the photograph.
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Maybe the explanation lies within the processes of the human brain, which in
combination with the input from the body can cause this sudden urge to reestablish
my sense of self and stability in regard to the before mentioned photograph but also
other imagery, dreams, hallucinations or ideas.
Both hallucinations and real perception emerge from the same set of
processes. The crucial difference is that when we are perceiving, the stability of
external objects and event helps anchor them7.
Vilayanur S. Ramachandran (2012:229)
Lets try and interpreted the hallucinations described by Ramachandran as something
that can be made visible in a photograph by imagining the camera and lens as tools
that enable the operator to make his or her visions tangible. The operator’s vision
becomes a shareable hallucination as the images are captured on the glossy photo
paper. These images can be described as a fiction or interpretation captured through
photography as they become new flat objects in their own right, connected but also
independent from their initial and more physical subject matter – as these flattened
images are distributed, shared and scattered through various on or offline channels.
Fluidity and ‘extimacy’. This relationship between the photograph of Sahib’s
sculpture or computation, being the accurate description as it was both posted and
found online, and the physical sculpture itself, might provide us with a different insight
to my previous question of intimacy, sharing and understanding.
Jpegs of sculptures and physical sculpture lead different but connected lives.
They have different qualities and are of a different materiality, yet they are entangled
with each other continuously8.
Martijn Hendriks (2014:2)
Obviously the jpeg’s availability gives it the capacity to be easily shared by thousands
of people, something the physical heaviness of Sahib’s sculpture prevents; it being
rooted in a more practical reality as previously described by Ramachandran. However
by blurring the line between the physical and the digital, could Hendriks have found a
7
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way to also blur the boundaries between self and other? And how might this affect my
interest in intimacy and ‘extimacy’? Lets re-apply the before mentioned Möbius strip
and look at digital images and their physical counterparts as representing selected
modes of seeing. In this way, the sculpture and its jpegs are connected in networks
without the limitation of a static form and the more traditional boundaries of
objecthood. This could lead us to question what constitutes form in the first place but
also to think of networks as things in themselves.
When objects circulate they slip into and out of materiality, as it goes between
source image, work, documentation image and so on9.
Martijn Hendriks (2014:1)
As this falling apart and coming together in new constellations without boundaries
generously offering freedom and fluidity, I am left wondering if we might not lose our
sense of self, being anchored in bodies with all of their implied boundaries and
limitations, fragility and vulnerability. This is something that seems to counter the very
notion of ‘extimacy’, as a sort of blurring out, leveling of difference and freedom of
form. Human fragility, vulnerability and separateness seem essential for any kind of
intimacy to thrive, and I wonder if this is not also what enables us to connect to the
world and its objects in a most direct way, cutting straight through what Hendriks
describes as networks of entanglement. Meaning that even thought we are entangled
in networks, these networks might not be what essentially bind us together, connect
or even make us. I am not disregarding networks and their significance as I also
accept the inescapable all embracing idea of networks embedded in my mind.
However, I do wish to leave open a small space, a slight possibility that these
networks are not everything there is on offer either. Might we not also be bound
together through a precarious search for intimacy, a sympathy with our world and
within our world as we are essentially both human and thing – beings made of matter.
Network and ‘extimacy’. Let’s find out if the human brain might offer more insight to
the previous question about networks and their significance by looking at how we are
wired internally.
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What the neurology tells us is that self consists of many components, and the
notion of one unitary self may well be an illusion10.
Vilayanur S. Ramachandran (2012:247)
The sense of self appears to be located in different parts of the brain, something
detectable when local areas are damaged according to Ramachandran. This means
that while weakening or damaging one part of the brain might destabilize some
aspects of a personality, it does not necessarily jeopardize an overall sense of self.
This is something we accept and expect to certain degrees, as quite natural to enable
new development, learning and survival. And it is something we recognize when
exposed to new unexpected facets, regarding people or places we know and love.
Ramachandran’s description of the internal human brain and its network and
Hendriks’s description of networks of ‘orientation’ seem to be rather complimentary
with an idea of the brain’s adaptability in regard to fluidity and change, while
remaining connected in a structural unity. And connection in particular seems to be
exceptional and developed to the extreme in the human brain, with its use of mirror
neurons enabling empathy, predicting other people’s intentions and learning by
imitation.
I like calling these cells ‘Gandhi Neurons’ because the blur the boundary
between self and others−not just metaphorically, but quite literally, since the neuron
can’t tell the difference11.
Vilayanur S. Ramachandran (2012:124)
Again Lacan’s Möbius strip springs to mind, as the mirror neurons found in our brains
blurs the boundary between self and other, equally sharing our different experiences
and the feelings they stir such as happiness, sorrow, pain, desire or even cruelty. This
blurring might be complete, if we were without the human body that in its working
together with the brain’s frontal lobes which provides an inhibiter – maintaining a
divide and thereby allowing for empathy but separateness. What has appeared very
obvious in the past, might become even more pressing, as it seems that the very
surface of human skin allocates a sense of self, being the final frontier between the
10
11
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internal and external and maybe even what helped inspire Lacan’s interest in
‘extimacy’ as a site to be renegotiated or even disrupted.
But it also makes me wonder if the rise of the Internet and its enormous, quick
success is not only due to our sociability, wanting to share and connect in bigger
networks very like the ones provided in our brain, but also because of something
resonating with a deep desire to distance the ‘superiority’ of the mind from our frail
human bodies. Has the human brain successfully mirrored itself by creating and
embracing the internet as a new tool to flex this ‘superiority’ by ‘numbing’ the body,
allowing us a break from its cravings, needs, ageing, sagging, vulnerability,
restrictions and usefulness? Maybe even a break from our own perception of
ourselves as a possibility by deceitfully showing us all of our potential, what we could
be and share if only we could shed our skin that final frontier and truly emerge
ourselves.

Figure 3: Looking for One, 2015; Photograph of detail of installed sculpture

Desire and ‘extimacy’. Lets return to the artwork Looking for One, 2015 to examine
what it might reveal in regard to this battle between the mind and body. Located on
the lounger, the first object I encounter is a polished piece of steel with a fold in it. The
placement of the object imitates an open laptop ready to be viewed. Its mirrored
surface ‘perfectly’ reflects me as it transforms into a portal of opportunity, full of
suggestions and ways to look at myself. It allows me to be both here and somewhere
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else but also to be me and someone else. The lightness of my reflection is extremely
seductive as it glides over the surface without leaving any traces and the combination
of the white tiles, laptop and title Looking for One, confirms an interest in both mind
and body as places of desire with its reference to social media and dating sites as
places for looking and to be found.
This seems to evoke a cynicism in me, and the before mentioned battle of mind and
body extends into a battle between my trusting and more suspicious mind. I wonder if
this laptop as art-object is about to enable or disable me, as it would appear that a
working laptop is capable of both. It is the shiny surface of things that enable us to
see so much more clearly who we could be, Daniel Miller believes12, almost
suggesting the object and human as extensions of each other woven together in the
intricacy of the Möbius surface. But Miller also seems to reaffirm my suspiciousness
of objects and their ability to make us strive, dream and desire – essentially letting
them shape us in the very process. If the laptop instills both trust and mistrust as we
cruise the Internet, searching for one, someone or maybe anyone to be intimate with,
then does it also indicates something about our desire for intimacy in the first place?

Figure 4: Photograph of installed poster in upstairs darkened space at the ICA.

Samuel Mateus describes contemporary intimacy as dealing with emotional exposure
instead of physical13. This could indicate that the online cruising and chatting might
have become the real site of desire, a fantasy fuelled by looking, searching and

12
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displaying, where the physical acts of pleasure or romantic gestures transform into
‘formal rituals’ that should for the most part propel us towards new exciting
adventures online. This cruising, that our mainstream consumer culture has taken on
so readily, has been steered away from its more problematic history of homosexual
repression. The reduction of homosexual desire into a challenging struggle between
mind and body is a recurring theme through out the exhibition and explicit
homosexual references is deliberately displayed in the upstairs space, as a poster
with the written text ‘BUMP’ guides me towards two new separate spaces. This poster
can be seen on the previous page in fig 4 and it appear to have a dual function, as it
invitingly introduce me to the new spaces and the artwork contained within, it also
seem to reject me. It is as if Prem Sahib is hiding but not from sexual confrontation,
judgment and repression as in the past, instead he is hiding behind a transparent
amour of his own homosexual orientation. As if he suddenly wishes to reduce any
subjective complexity to a transparent shell behind which he ‘conveniently’
disappears as I enter his more ‘private’ upstairs chambers.
Surface and ‘extimacy’. This desire to both remain hidden but on display seems to
be very in tuned with Mateus’s pragmatic use of Lacan’s ‘extimacy’, as a way to
enrich the individual’s personality through publicly displayed thoughts and emotions14.
This is how contemporary intimacy can be described, Mateus explains as mentioned
previously. And the social media platforms appear to be perfect, functioning as public
diaries with a mix of updates, opinions and thoughts in a ‘confessional’ format giving
us access to disapproval or ‘likes’ much like quick social surveys, to support Mateus’s
statement. It appears to be only the essential that is exposed on this digital surface,
what we find useful in crafting a self-image, and this is how we gain a more ‘enriched
intimacy’, while a yet deeper and inaccessible part remains hidden, Mateus
explains15. It could sound as though the desire for social display and affirmation has
forced intimacy to retreat, in search of some old fashioned privacy. Or maybe the very
notion of ‘enriched intimacy’ has gone ‘cruel’, much like Laura Berlant’s description of
‘Cruel optimism’, where it is the very thing we desire that both enables us but also
stand in our way16. Are we in fact suspending the more present ‘surface’ intimacy by
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chasing the idea of a forever deeper, exclusive and ‘enriched intimacy’? Or is this
kind of self-reflected togetherness a new different and ‘enriched’ way to engage?
Maybe the importance of ‘extimacy’ is not what it might fail to deliver in terms of
access to yet deeper understandings of our psyche, but the opportunity to refocus on
what is present – by accepting the inaccessible as layers of complexity that all
humans share. Mateus’s ‘extimacy’ might not leave behind a modern duality of the
internal opposed to the external and a more implicit hierarchical structure connected
to ideas of authenticity, but he does manage to blur its sharp division, making the idea
of intimacy more inclusive. This is most visible on the digital surface, where we accept
and expect a certain amount of selective editing, and even exaggeration as part of the
online representation and a natural premise and development of being both
accessible yet inaccessible at once. Accepting my online representation as one
version of me, an image among other images with the ability to cause real affect, it
suddenly becomes less alien to imagine Hito Steyerl’s idea of self as image extended
beyond the virtual world.
We should try to understand ourselves as an image, a flat surface – one thing among
others, all being determined by form instead of content Steyerl suggests17. Describing
her idea of thing and human-thing as formless changeable entities, shaped by the
context in which they are perceived and being connected in a network as one big
organism. This might offer a self-reflected togetherness, a way to engage based on
collectivity, touch and sharing instead of privacy. Could Steyerl be providing us with
the tool of detachment from a more traditional, forever deeper and maybe even
‘oppressing’ idea of intimacy that many have been conditioned to strive for? Our
western society appears to be built on unity and division, splitting us into always
smaller and more ‘private’ units from nationality, to race, to gender, to work, family
and couples, just to name a few. While these entities might evoke alienation, which
can lead to egotism, protection of self-interest and various degrees of ethical
behavior, we should not forget that they also provide social identification, empathy
and connection.
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Humanity and ‘extimacy’. But by dismissing depth, intimacy beyond surface and
connecting everything through sameness, Steyerl might manage to dismantle a
hierarchical structure still prevailing in Mateus’s use of ‘extimacy’. However, in her
process we risk losing both individualism and the aspirations to connect with our
environment and other objects within, in a more intimate way. And it makes me
wonder if part of our humanity is not rooted in these very aspirations, our willingness
to try and strive, reach out and fail. Could it be the very combination of fragility,
resourcefulness and ingenuity that makes us human, our daring to be different,
special, better and sometimes delusional as we try to master, engage and connect?
Aware of some of the deadly consequences human aspirations have caused and are
still causing in regard to inequality, greed and the Earth’s environment, which some
now describe as one big human artifact, I share Steyerl’s concern. I also see the
kinship of the human, objects and things being much more alike than separate, but I
believe that our courage to step up and be fools in the wrong is what makes the
difference. You could say that it is our attempt to be human which always imply facing
our own vulnerability and failure that set us apart.
Unlike Steyerl, Timothy Morton holds onto a three-dimensional version of depth by
believing in the ‘traditional’ division of the intimate and external. Morton extends
Mateus’s notion of the inaccessible, in relation to human intimacy, to include all
objects by claiming that objects not only withdraw from us but also each other. An
object is unable to engage with all the properties of another object, according to
Morton18. Both Morton and Steyerl try to blur the more traditional division of humans
and objects, bringing them close by focusing on similarities. However, the results are
very diverse, as Morton seems to ‘humanize’ all objects by giving them depth and
complexity; Steyerl wants to flatten humans by rendering them as things among other
things in networks of images. Joshua Simon also believes in abandoning the very
traditional division of human and thing but instead of focusing on similarities like both
Steyerl and Morton, he manages to move beyond. Simon does not disregard any
differences there might be between human and thing; but by believing that the human
is constituted of objects he manages to blur the divide nevertheless. So even though
the human seems to refer to something being singular, indivisible and indicate
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separateness from the rest by looking at how humans are made, it becomes clear
that everything is divisible and made from other things, Simon explains19.
Consumption and ‘extimacy’. It is through our intimate relationship with nutritious
objects that Miller also finds a way to support the idea of the human being made from
other things, just adding appearance into the equation. The human is being
constituted not only by appearance but also things, Miller writes20, and his statement
seems to resonate within the reflectivity of the ‘laptop’. This is an object most often
designed by someone other, an object we can choose to adjust ourselves to in order
to access a virtual world where we design our own appearance. This freedom to
choose or preoccupation with appearance might seem ‘superficial’, offering only relief
and ways to manage without real influence, as it is most often within the structures or
construct pre-determined by others. According to Robert Grudin, we must either
design our own lives or subject ourselves to other people’s design21. I partly agree
believing that we are subject to both in various degrees, whether we are online
customizing code or offline styling an outfit, it is a process of adaptation. Where we
differentiate is our mental wiring revealed through a kind of psychological makeup,
which can be applied in a more or less self-conscious and sometimes self-reflective
manner on the surface of our skin. Along with privilege in terms of knowledge, and
various other resources to deal with the parts not designed by us, either re-adjusting
ourselves or trying to impose adjustments. And once again this seems to be a
negotiation, a process of willingness and compromise, as Miller has described his
own adjustment to his new house22.
Lets return to the work by Sahib and examine more closely what it might reveal about
our intimate relationship with nutritious objects. Right next to the ‘laptop’ sits an
ashtray also made of steel. The ashtray appears to be flooded with chewing gum,
something I later discover to be popcorn, which more ‘naturally’ pops out onto the
floor and various other flat surfaces of the lounger as can be seen on the next page in
fig. 5. The popcorn has been cast imitating, its eatable counterpart in size and
displacement. However, its color and texture matches the white surface and more
uniform appearance of the tiles, leaving space for my initial interpretation as chewing
19
20
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gum. As a result it would appear that Sahib is merely pretending to imitate the object
presented, being more interested in the idea, representation and context than its
physical accuracy and illusion.

Figure 5: Looking for One, 2015; Two photographs of various details of installed sculpture

The ‘popcorn’ talks about the consumption of images in the most casual way23.
Prem Sahib (2015)
This is something Sahib explains in an interview made by the ICA for the exhibition
Side On. And as this is both quite reasonable and very generic, I want to focus on
ideas of internalization and connection through consumption. Something relevant to
my interest in the blurred boundaries of human and thing as well as notion of the
human being constituted by things.
I would like to use vomit to look at ideas of internalization, connection and as vomit
suggests a process of consumption that has been interrupted maintaining some
traces of its once separate character, it also seems to resonate with Simon’s idea of
the human being constituted by things in quite a literal way. Morton uses the
substance to explain how something intimate and internal can become external and
other. The vomit remains interconnected Morton states, dismissing the existence of a
different dimension called ‘away’, to which the vomit can be transported and
disappear24. Therefore, you might argue that the intimate and external are extensions
of each other, made distinguishable by distance and somehow available to be
rediscovered. The example appears close related to a Freudian intimacy with physical
23
24

Sahib, P. Side On, ICA, online interview (2015)
Morton, T. Hyperobjects – Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the world (2013 p 31)
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objects located in an external reality, very like the maternal body. Whereas
understanding the vomit in terms of the Lacanian ‘extimacy’, it would remain
intimately connected through a fictional reality governed by what it represents in
terms of subjective desires or anxieties, such as fear of failure, being hurt or dirt,
instead of through the physical production of its objecthood. These desires and fears
filter through our actions and appearance, some of which we choose to disclose
deliberately, in order to orientate and on occasion re-adjust ourselves.
Vulnerability and ‘extimacy’. Lets return to Sahib’s work to see what else it might
tell us about human desire and fear. At the opposite end of the lounger sits a multi
surface cleaner, which has been cast into a block of blue resin. Even though the
whole piece has a sanitary and slightly sterile feeling, that could bring to mind
minimalist sculpture in terms of coolness and detachment, there is an in-built
resistance blurring this connection. And the artwork seem to refer as much to what is
presented in front of me, as what came before and what is about to happen next,
something Sahib also play with in his title ‘Looking for One’. The title appears to be
directed outwards as a part of a romantic gesture, physical desire or loneliness. The
one might both be someone special but maybe also someone more random who
happens to catch the eye and this casualness has an almost ironic and quite passive
twist to it. The irony felt – I suppose, is a result of the extreme emphasis on coolness
and casualness being so readily displayed, which makes it hard to tell if the
vulnerability that I also glimpse is alleviated or partly neutralized by irony, or if as a
result it becomes even more excruciating.
However, the combination of the per-formative title, the art objects familiar references
and the before mentioned casual coolness, leads to a construction of narrative by
tapping into my own emotional experiences; making me responsive yet remote as I
partially withdraw from the artwork. I cannot help feeling exposed as the artwork
invites me to unravel its display in a most straightforward way and this ‘accessibility’
makes me feel to easily act upon and slightly embarrassed. A desire for connection
beyond ‘extimacy’ seems to be playing tricks on me and it makes me wonder if part of
the pleasure and unease provided by the artwork, is evoked by tapping into the idea
of an accessible, clean, hygienic ‘intimacy’ without any messy attachments with a
touch of ‘ironic’ vulnerability, meaning a vulnerability that has somehow been
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remedied by casual coolness. And it makes me speculate if the emotions and the
different ideas of ‘intimacy’ I have explored in the safe confines of the ICA gallery
space, is also way of making self-reflective discoveries by transforming the exhibition
into a virtual space of my own. It does not seem to be a completely risk free journey,
as I believe there is potential for real affect caused – affect I’ll take with me. However,
I do recognize the controlled environment of the exhibition format and the potential for
transforming into more superficial entertainment well adapted to the previously
mentioned online or offline cruising – like quick emotional or cultural fix before moving
on to something other, something new. Maybe this is a responsibility we share as
partakes in society and its implied culture, something involving not only the artist
Prem Sahib, the ICA and other cultural institutions and authorities – but all viewers
including me.
‘Extimacy’ or not. Now let’s return to the term ‘extimacy’. I suppose there is
something liberating as well as self-serving about ‘extimacy’, something recognised
and understood, an open mutual agreement giving it transparency, usefulness and
value. Looking at Sahib’s work did enable a heightened self-awareness leading to a
more intimate understanding of my more internal psychological wiring and position in
relation to the work, Looking for One, 2015. However, the intimacy that ‘extimacy’
provided me with is entirely self-reflective. It leads to an intimate understanding of
how I see the world and my surroundings, along with a more superficial
understanding of the work in relation to its artist and general discourse. I recognize
that a better understanding of self also enables a better understanding of my
surroundings and how these help shape and control us, something that is extremely
useful in relation to the intimacy we might desire and project, and which also affects
the world.
However, its open-ended nature can also be worrying as ‘extimacy’ might leave us
quite unchallenged in terms of emotional investment or commitment, giving us a free
ride by allowing various levels of engagement; something that might end up providing
disconnection instead. I fear the casual coolness that ‘extimacy’ enables can be
extremely seductive in its attempt to dismiss our vulnerability, leaving little space for
any aspirations, fragility or being the fool, that it might numb our very attempt to be
human. As I have mentioned before, I believe that it is our attempt to be human which
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always implies facing our vulnerability and failure that set us apart from all other
objects, even as we are constituted of objects as Simon explains. It might well be that
old eternal struggle of mind over matter that is forever present and never seem to
fade away entirely, like an old classic film that has lost any immediacy but has come
to be appreciated for its esthetic form and romantic nobility. The struggle between
body and mind that I experienced through the work felt both present and relevant
along with my suspicion, but also aspirations to connect beyond ‘extimacy’.
And I suppose this is exactly what this artwork can aspire to do. It can help us
investigate the struggle between mind and body as a site of negotiation or disruption.
Which could well be the key to sculptural work in general, something Gareth Jones
explains by linking the human body to sculpture through actual objects.
…As long as we exist corporeally, actual objects will continue to hold the key
to sculpture25.
Gareth Jones (2007:435)
Of course, I still can’t help feeling caught in the traditional dilemma where the very
thing of ‘extimacy’ that could encourage a new intimate understanding, also becomes
embedded with the ability to enable the exact opposite. And my main worry remains
ever present as I fear that with a lack of emotional investment or commitment
‘extimacy’, could become more about taking care of unwanted traces, features and
object by editing them out or wiping them clean making it easier to deny affect,
responsibility and causing more separation in the world as such instead of a much
desired intimacy.

25
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